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1 Introdution and Statement of ResultsThe study of Random Walks in Random Environments (RWRE) was initiated in the mid seventies,and in the last deade there was a resurgene of interest and results for this model, see [16℄ and[18℄ for reent reviews. Muh of the interest in the topi lies in trapping phenomena, a term oinedto desribe loal \pokets" in the environment where the walker spends a relatively large time.In this paper, we study large deviations for a generalization of the RWRE on Z, that is obtainedby allowing for random holding times. We begin by giving a formal de�nition of the random walkin random environment with holding times (RWREH). Fix " > 0, and S" := ["; 1 � "℄ �M "1 (R+),where R+ = R+ [ f1g (with the usual one-point ompati�ation at 1) and M "1 (R+) denotes thespae of Borel probability measures � on R+ suh that �(R+) � ". An environment ! 2 SZ" =: 
"has oordinates !x = (!x; �x) 2 S". For eah ! 2 
", we de�ne the RWRE fZng on Z as theMarkov proess with Z0 = 0 and transition probabilitieseP!(Zn+1 = z + 1jZn = z) = !z ;eP!(Zn+1 = z � 1jZn = z) = 1� !z :De�ne next �j = j�1Xi=0�Hi(Zi) + 1�where fHi(x)gi2Nx2Zare independent random variables with �x being the law of Hi(x) for eah i 2 N.Setting st = maxfj : �j � tg, de�ne the RWREH fXtg by Xt = Zst . In words, fXtg is a proesswhih, when at site x, waits for a holding time distributed aording to �x before, one unit of timelater, jumping to one of its nearest neighbors, with jumps to the right ourring with probability!x. The environment ! is hosen aording to the probability measure P , and �xed thereafter.Let M s1 (
") and M e1 (
") denote the stationary, or stationary and ergodi, respetively, probabilitymeasures on 
", with respet to the shift � : 
" ! 
" suh that (�!)i = !i+1. We will alwaysassume that(C0) P 2M e1 (
") and EP � log �0([0; �(!)℄)� > �1 for some �(!) suh that EP (�(!)) <1.This ondition on �0 is quite mild. For example, it is satis�ed under the \elliptiity" ondition that�0([0; "�1℄) � " for some " > 0 and P -a.e. !. It holds also in the absene of uniform elliptiity, forinstane if �x are atomi measures at unbounded hx, provided EP (h0) <1 (take �(!) = h0), or if�x are the laws of Exponential(1=x) random variables with EP (log(1 + 0)) <1 as in the modelonsidered in [6℄.We let P! denote the law of the proess fXtg, onditioned on a realization ! 2 
" (the quenhedlaw). We use P both for P �P! and for its marginal on ZR+ indued by fXtgt�0, and refer to bothas the annealed law. 2



The typial behavior of the RWREH is readily obtained, as in the ase of the RWRE, by ahitting time deomposition. De�neTn = infft � 0 : Xt = ng; n 2 Z :Using the same arguments as in [18℄, one has thatXtt ! vP P� a:e:where vP = 8>><>>: 1R E!(T1)P (d!) ; R E!(T1)P (d!) <1� 1R E!(T�1)P (d!) ; R E!(T�1)P (d!) <10 otherwise: (1.1)Our interest lies in obtaining large deviations results, both quenhed and annealed, for theRWREH. For the de�nition of the Large Deviation Priniple (LDP) and for bakground we refer to[4℄. For one-dimensional RWRE, large deviations were �rst derived in [8℄ for the quenhed setting,and extended into an annealed LDP by [1℄, who also provide a variational formula relating theannealed and quenhed LDP's. For RWRE in Zd the quenhed LDP (in the so alled \nestling"situation) was derived in [19℄, while the quenhed LDP without a nestling assumption, and theannealed LDP, were reently obtained by [17℄.Our interest in the large deviations for the RWREH originated from three di�erent soures:� In [2℄, we onsidered large deviations for random walks on Galton-Watson trees. We showed thatin ontrast to RWRE on Z and in ontrast to the onjetured behavior of RWRE on Zd, thequenhed and annealed large deviation rate funtions for the random walk on Galton-Watsontrees oinide. We onjetured in [2℄ that restriting attention to a partiular ray in the tree,one should reuperate the di�erenes between quenhed and annealed behavior. In Setion 5 weshow using our analysis of the RWREH that this is indeed the ase.� In [1℄, the large deviations for the RWRE, both quenhed and annealed, are onsidered. Whilepreparing the notes [18℄, we noted that some of the proofs do not arry over to the set-up whereholding times are present. Addressing this issue here, we substantially modify those parts of theproof in [1℄ that relied on \worst ase domination". Even in the ontext of the standard RWRE,these new proofs have, we believe, an independent interest.� In [6℄, the authors onsidered a model of simple random walk on Z with heavy-tailed randomholding times, and proved that the suitably resaled proess onverges to a singular di�usion.Thus, already the presene of random holding times auses a non-standard behavior. This ledus naturally to onsider the more general RWREH model, where both random holding timesand random drifts are present. Our assumptions on the environment, at least in the quenhedsetting, allow us to derive LDP's for the model of [6℄.Our main goal in this paper is to study the large deviations, both quenhed and annealed,of Xt=t. In doing so, we follow the basi strategy of [1℄: study hitting times and then relate3



deviations of hitting times to deviations of the walk. More preisely, we �rst study the quenhedlarge deviations of Tn=n proving that its rate funtion is deterministi, and in ase lim supn!1Zn =1, P -a.e., an be written as the Legendre transform of the average of the quenhed logarithmigenerating funtion of the hitting time T1. Then, using spae reversal invariane (.f. (3.12) below),we obtain the quenhed large deviations of T�n=n (Theorem 1). The proofs in this part of the paperlosely follow those in [1℄.The next step involves the derivation of annealed LDP's for Tn=n (see Theorem 2 below). Asin [1℄, a ruial element of the proof is the use of Varadhan's lemma in order to relate the quenhedand annealed limits of normalized logarithmi moment generating funtions (often alled in thisontext Lyapunov exponents). This fores us to impose the additional restritions (C1){(C3) on theenvironment. It is here that our proofs �rst signi�antly depart from the proofs in [1℄. Dominationby a \worst ase environment" and expliit omputations provide there the integrability needed forVaradhan's lemma. Sine suh domination does not exist for the RWREH, due to the interationbetween holding times and loal drifts, we take a di�erent approah here.The �nal step in the derivation of the LDP is to transform estimates on deviations of Tn intoestimates on deviations for Xt (Theorem 3 for the quenhed setup and Theorem 4 for the annealedone). One diretion of this transformation is trivial: namely, fXt > txg � fTbtx < tg. The otherdiretion requires a further departure from the proofs of [1℄ in the absene of oupling with a worstase environment. The heart of the matter is Lemma 4, dealing with the rate of deay of theprobability of the walk to baktrak after a large time has elapsed.Having desribed our general strategy, we turn to state our results. To this end, set'(�; !) = E!�e�T11T1<1� ; f (�; !) = log'(�; !) ; G(�; P; u) = �u�EP (f (�; !)) ;and de�ne I�;qP (u) = sup�2RG(�; P; u). In the same way, set'�(�; !) = E!�e�T�11T�1<1�; f�(�; !) = log'�(�; !) ; G�(�; P; u) = �u�EP �f�(�; !)� ;and de�ne I��;qP (u) = sup�2RG�(�; P; u).Theorem 1 Quenhed LDP for Tn=nAssume (C0). For P -almost every !, the sequene Tn=n satis�es a weak LDP in R under P! withthe onvex rate funtion I�;qP (u), and the sequene T�n=n satis�es a weak LDP in R under P! withthe onvex rate funtion I��;qP (u). Further,I�;qP (u) = I��;qP (u) +EP (log �0) (1.2)where �x = (1� !x)=!x.An annealed LDP for Tn=n requires additional notations and assumptions on P . EquipM "1 (R+)with the topology indued by weak onvergene and S" with the orresponding produt topology.Putting on 
" the produt topology and on M1(
") the orresponding topology of weak onver-gene, we see that S", 
" and M1(
") are ompat metri spaes. Hereafter � jm denotes the4



restrition of � 2M1(
") to f!igm�1i=0 . We say that � 2 M1(
") is loally equivalent to the produtof its marginals if for any A 2 Sm" and m �nite, � jm (A) = 0 if and only if (� j1)m(A) = 0. Weonsider the following assumptions,(C1) The empirial proess Rn = n�1Pn�1j=0 Æ�j! satis�es under P the LDP in M1(
") with goodrate funtion h(�jP ). Here we assume that the spei� entropy h(�jP ) = limm!1m�1H(� jmjP jm) with respet to P exists for any stationary �, and set h(�jP ) =1 for non-stationary �.(C2) P is loally equivalent to the produt of its marginals. Moreover, for any stationary measure� 2M1(
") with h(�jP ) <1, there is a sequene f�ng �M e1 (
") with �n ! � and h(�njP )!h(�jP ), suh that �n j1= � j1 for all n. There also exists a sequene of measures �n that areloally equivalent to the produt of their marginals, having all these properties, exept possibly�nj1 6= �j1.(C3) There exist a non-random b < 1 and a funtion k(�) > 0, suh that P -a.e. �0([0; b)) = 0and �0([0; b+ Æ℄) � k(Æ) for all Æ > 0.As noted for example in [5, Theorems 3.10, 4.1 and Lemma 4.8℄, the onditions (C1){(C2) hold ifthe stationary and ergodi P orresponds to a Markov proess with transition kernel P (!x+1j!x)whose Radon-Nikodym derivative with respet to some referene probability measure on S" isbounded and bounded away from 0 (in partiular, (C1){(C2) hold if P is a stationary produtmeasure). Note that (C3) is a quantitative version of a \uniform elliptiity" ondition referring tothe holding times distributions.We now have theTheorem 2 Annealed LDP for Tn=nAssume (C0){(C3). Then the sequene Tn=n satis�es a weak LDP in R under P with the onvexrate funtion I�;aP (u) = inf�2Me1 (
") �I�;q� (u) + h(�jP )� ;and the sequene T�n=n satis�es a weak LDP in R under P with the onvex rate funtionI��;aP (u) = inf�2Me1 (
") �I��;q� (u) + h(�jP )� :We next state the large deviations of the resaled positions Xt=t.Theorem 3 Quenhed LDP for Xt=tAssume (C0). For P -almost every !, Xt=t satis�es a LDP under P! with the good onvex ratefuntion IqP (�).(a) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0 then IqP (v) = (v I�;qP �1v � ; v > 0jvj I��;qP � 1jvj� ; v < 0 (1.3)5



and IqP (0) := limv!0 IqP (v).(b) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) > 0, thenIqP (v) = 8>>><>>>: inf`2[0;1℄ vI�;qP � v̀ � ; v > 0inf`2[0;1℄ jvjI��;qP � `jvj� ; v < 00; v = 0 : (1.4)The orresponding annealed statement for the positions Xt=t follows.Theorem 4 Annealed LDP for Xt=tAssume (C0){(C3).(a) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0, then Xt=t satis�es an LDP under P with the good onvex rate funtionIaP , where IaP (v) = (v I�;aP � 1v � ; v > 0jvj I��;aP � 1jvj� ; v < 0 (1.5)and IaP (0) := limv!0 IaP (v).(b) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) > 0, assume further that for some  <1, k0 <1 and P -almost-every !,max1�j�kEP (�j(f1g)jF��k) � e�k 8k � k0 ; (1.6)where F�m = �(f!x; x � mg). Then Xt=t satis�es an LDP under P with the good onvex ratefuntion IaP (v) = 8>>><>>>: inf`2[0;1℄ vI�;aP � v̀ � ; v > 0inf`2[0;1℄ jvjI��;aP � `jvj� ; v < 00; v = 0 : (1.7)Clearly, (1.6) holds if P is a stationary produt measure (and more generally, under suitable mixingonditions).We onlude with a disussion of the resulting rate funtions. An advantage of our approah isthat it yields a variational formula linking annealed and quenhed rate funtions, see the statementin Theorem 2, with intuitive appeal: the annealed rate funtion balanes the exponential ost ofmodifying the environment, measured by an entropy term, and the quenhed rate funtion in thenew environment.A detailed study of the properties of the rate funtions for the RWRE appears in [1℄. A goodpart of it an be transferred to the ontext of RWREH but we will not do so in order to avoid boringthe reader. Nevertheless, the following information on the rate funtions, whih is immediate fromour analysis, is worth noting. 6



Proposition 1 Assume (C0) for the quenhed statements and (C0){(C3) for the annealed ones.(a) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0, i.e. holding times are �nite P -a.e., then IqP (�) and IaP (�) an onlyvanish on the interval between 0 and vP , and they do vanish there if �rit(P ) = 0 (see de�nitionin Lemma 1). If �rit(P ) > 0 then the above mentioned rate funtions vanish only at vP .(b) If P (�0(f1g) > 0) > 0, i.e. holding times are in�nite with positive probability, then the ratefuntions IqP (�) and IaP (�) vanish only at the origin. If u(P ) <1 (see de�nition in (2.3)), thenthe quenhed rate funtion is pieewise linear in a neighborhood of the origin.Remark: For i.i.d. environments and a.e. �nite holding times the shape of the rate funtions forRWREH is similar to that of the RWRE: any \nestling" walk (i.e. an environment for whih 0 isin the onvex hull of supp(2!0 � 1)), has �rit(P ) = 0 by a omparison with the embedded RWREZn. Consequently, it exhibits sub-exponential rate of deay of slowdown probabilities if vP 6= 0. Inontrast with the RWRE, here one may have sub-exponential rate of deay of slowdown probabilitieseven for a \non-nestling" walk by having holding times with in�nite exponential moments. Further,for i.i.d. environments with possibly in�nite holding times, we may �nd the rate funtion vanishingonly at 0 with linear piees on both sides of 0, a situation that an not our in the RWRE setup.The struture of the artile is as follows: in the next setion, we study key properties of therate funtions, leading to Propositions 1{3. Applying Propositions 2{3, we prove in Setion 3 ourhitting time results, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Setion 4 provides the proofs of Theorem 3 andTheorem 4, our LDPs for the resaled position. Throughout these setions we emphasize thoseelements of the proofs that di�er from [1℄. Setion 5 is devoted to the statement and proof ofour results onerning the (biased) random walk on a Galton-Watson tree. Open problems anddisussion appear in Setion 6.2 Properties of the rate funtionsWe begin with the following strengthening of [1, Lemma 2℄:Lemma 1 For any P 2 M e1 (
") there exist onstants �rit = �rit(P ); ��rit = ��rit(P ) 2 [0;1)suh that for P -a.e. !,'(�; !)(� "�2; � � �rit=1; � > �rit ; '�(�; !)(� "�2; � � ��rit=1; � > ��rit: (2.1)We will see later, see the remark below (3.12), that ��rit(P ) = �rit(P ).Proof: By the transformation f(!x; �x)g ! f(1 � !x; �x)g, it is enough to onsider '(�; !). Bypath deomposition, for eah �,'(�; !) = !0e�E�0�e�H1H<1�+ (1� !0)E�0�e�H1H<1�e�'(�; ��1!)'(�; !) ; (2.2)7



where H is a random variable with distribution �0, and E�0 denotes expetation with respet to �0.Thus, '(�; !) <1 implies that '(�; ��1!) <1, yielding by the ergodiity of P that 1'(�;!)<1 isonstant P -a.e., for all � rational at one. This, and the monotoniity of '(�; !) in �, immediatelyyield the existene of a deterministi �rit (possibly �rit =1), with '(�; !) <1 for all � < �rit,P -a.e.. By de�nition, '(�; !) � 1 for � � 0, whereas for � � 0, the fat that '(�; !) <1 impliesby (2.2) that '(�; ��1!) � 1(1�!0)E�0 (1H<1)e� � e��"2 , P -a.e. We onlude that '(�; !) � "�2 for all� < �rit, P -a.e.. SineE!he�T11T1<1i � e�P!(1 � T1 <1) � !0�0(R+ )e� � "2e� ; P � a:e:;and with '(�; !) uniformly bounded on (�1; �rit), it thus follows that �rit <1 and by monotoneonvergene, also '(�rit; !) � "�2 <1 for P -a.e. !.Set u = u(P ) = Z E!(T11T1<1)E!(1T1<1) P (d!) 2 [1;1℄ : (2.3)Sine � 7! f(�; !) = logE!(e�T1 jT1 < 1) + logP!(T1 < 1) is onvex and �nite for � < �rit andP -a.e. !, it follows thatg(�) := Z E!(T1e�T11T1<1)E!(e�T11T1<1) P (d!) = Z dd�f(�; !)P (d!) ; (2.4)is a non-negative, non-dereasing funtion. By (2.2) and (C0) we have that for any � � 0 andP -a.e. !, '(�; !) � !0e�(1+�(!))�0([0; �(!)℄) ;implying that for some � <1 and all � 2 R,EP (f(�; !)) � log "+ (1 +EP (�))min(0; �) +EP� log�0([0; �(!)℄)� � ��(1 + j�j) : (2.5)In view of Lemma 1, it follows that EP (jf(�; !)j) <1 hene g(�) = dd�EP (f(�; !)) <1 andu� := u�(P ) = lim�&�1 g(�) = EP (inffu � 0 : �0([0; u℄) > 0g) + 1 <1 :Clearly, u+ = u+(P ) = lim�%�rit g(�) � u = g(0) exists (with possible value u+ = +1). Sineg(�) is stritly inreasing and ontinuous in �, we see that for any u 2 (u�; u+), there exists aunique �u 2 (�1; �rit) suh that g(�u) = u. Further, if u < u then �u < 0, and heneI�;qP (u) = sup�2RG(�; P; u) = G(�u; P; u) = sup��0G(�; P; u); u � u : (2.6)For u � u+ we have that sup�2RG(�; P; u) = G(�rit; P; u), whereas �u > 0 if u+ > u > u, henealso I�;qP (u) = sup�2RG(�; P; u) = sup��0G(�; P; u); u � u : (2.7)Further, we have the following. 8



Proposition 2 For any P satisfying (C0), the onvex rate funtion I�;qP (�) is in�nite on (�1; u�(P )),�nite on (u�(P );1), non-inreasing on [u�(P ); u(P )℄, and non-dereasing on [u(P );1). More-over, if u(P ) <1 then I�;qP (u(P )) = G(0; P; u(P )), while if u(P ) =1 then �rit(P ) = 0. Further,for all u, sup��0G(�; P; u) = infw�u I�;qP (w) ; (2.8)and sup��0G(�; P; u) = infw�u I�;qP (w) : (2.9)Proof: From the de�nition we see that I�;qP is onvex and lower semi-ontinuous. Sine G(0; P; u) �0, it is also non-negative. Suppose u1 < u2 � u(P ). Then, by (2.6)sup�2RG(�; P; u1) = sup��0G(�; P; u1) = sup��0h�u1 �EP (f(�; !))i� sup��0h�u2 �EP (f(�; !))i = sup�2RG(�; P; u2) :To see that I�;qP is non-dereasing on [u(P );1), use a similar argument with (2.7) instead of (2.6).If u < u�(P ) then sup�fu � g(�)g < 0, and sine G(0; P; u) � 0 we see that G(�; P; u) =G(0; P; u) + R �0 (u � g(�))d� ! 1 if � ! �1, resulting with I�;qP (u) = 1. In ontrast, setting�u := �rit if u � u+(P ), it follows by (2.5) that I�;qP (u) = G(�u; P; u) � �uu+ �(1 + j�uj) <1 forany u > u�(P ).Reall that P!(T1 <1) � "2 for all !, and by Jensen's inequality we have that for all � 2 R,�Z E!(T1jT1 <1)P (d!) � EP� logE!(e�T1 jT1 <1)� = EP (f(�; !))�EP (f(0; !)) :If u(P ) <1 this implies that G(�; P; u(P )) is maximal at � = 0, hene I�;qP (u(P )) = G(0; P; u(P )),whereas if u(P ) =1, then EP (f(�; !)) =1 for all � > 0, hene �rit(P ) = 0 by Lemma 1.Turning to prove (2.8) and (2.9), onsider �rst u(P ) =1, in whih ase I�;qP (�) is non-inreasingand (2.9) follows from (2.6). Further, the onvex, lower semi-ontinuous funtion � 7! EP (f(�; !))is then in�nite if � > 0. Hene, by duality of Fenhel-Legendre transforms, for all u,infw�u I�;qP (w) = infw2R I�;qP (w) = �EP (f(0; !)) = G(0; P; u) = sup��0G(�; P; u) ;whih amounts to (2.8). Suppose now that u(P ) <1. Sine I�;qP (�) is non-dereasing on [u(P );1)we get (2.8) for u � u(P ) out of (2.7). Moreover, I�;qP (u) is non-inreasing for u � u(P ), henefor suh u the right side of (2.8) equals I�;qP (u(P )) = G(0; P; u(P )). Further, then G(�; P; u) �G(�; P; u(P )) for all � � 0, with equality if � = 0, implying the left side of (2.8) also equalsG(0; P; u(P )), thus ompleting its proof. The proof of (2.9) is similar. Combining (2.6) with themonotoniity of I�;qP (u) gives (2.9) for u � u(P ), whereas for u � u(P ) both sides of (2.9) equalG(0; P; u(P )). 9



Turning to the study of the annealed rate funtions, we begin with a lemma giving a hara-terization of �rit(�) for \nie" �. The lemma orresponds to [1, Lemma 4℄, but in ontrast to [1,Lemma 4℄, its proof does not use domination and expliit omputations, whih are not availablehere.Lemma 2 Assume � 2 M e1 (
") is loally equivalent to the produt of its marginals. Let � :=supp �j1� S". Then �rit(�) = inf!2�Z�(!) =: � � 0; (2.10)where �(!) := supn� : E!(e�T11T1<1) <1o. Moreover,'(�; !) � "�2 ; 8� � �rit(�); 8! 2 �Z: (2.11)Suppose �n is a sequene in M e1 (
") suh that �n(�Z) = 1 and all the �n are loally equivalent tothe produt of their marginals. If �n ! b� for some b� 2M1(
") suh that � � b� then,�rit(�n)! �rit(�) : (2.12)Proof: Let gm(t) := min(m� t; 1)1[0;m℄(t) and'm(�; !) := E!�e�T1gm(T1)� : (2.13)Note that 'm(�; !) is ontinuous on 
". Indeed, 'm(�; !) depends only on (!0; !�1; : : : ; !�m+1).Moreover, it is the sum over the ontributions 'm(�; !;z) of the �nitely many possible path z ofthe RWRE Zi = zi, i = 0; : : : ; j, where z0 = 0, zj = 1 and zi � 0 for i < j � m. Fixing suh a path,denote by b�z the law of T1 = �j onditional on fZ0; Z1; : : : ; Zjg. With t 7! e�tgm(t) bounded andontinuous on R+ ,'m(�; !;z) = j�1Yi=0[12 + (zi+1 � zi)(!zi � 12)℄Z 10 e�tgm(t)b�z(dt) ;is ontinuous in (!0; !�1; : : : ; !�m+1) and b�z, hene also in f!x; x = 0; : : : ;�m+ 1g.Fixing � � �rit(�) we know from Lemma 1 that (2.11) holds for �-a.e. !. We next show that(2.11) holds for all ! 2 �Z. Suppose to the ontrary that '(�; e!) > "�2 for some e! 2 �Z. Bymonotone onvergene and ontinuity of 'm, there exists m large enough suh that the open subsetG := f(!0; : : : ; !�m+1) : 'm(�; !) > "�2g of Sm" intersets supp (�j1)m at (e!0; : : : ; e!�m+1). Clearly(� j1)m(G) > 0, and with � loally equivalent to the produt of its marginals, also � jm (G) > 0.Reall that '(�; !) � 'm(�; !), implying that �('(�; !) > "�2) > 0 in ontradition with Lemma1. If � < � then by de�nition '(�; !) < 1 for all ! 2 �Z, hene �rit(�) � � by Lemma 1.Consequently, �rit(�) � �. For any ! 2 �Z, the inequality (2.11) implies that �(!) � �rit(�),hene by de�nition also � � �rit(�). 10



Turning to prove (2.12), note that as supp �nj1� �, we have from (2.10) that �rit(�n) � � =�rit(�) and if � > �rit(�), then '(�; e!) = 1 > "�2 for some e! 2 �Z. Taking m and the openG � Sm" as in the preeding proof of (2.11), we have that �jm (G) > 0. Sine � � b� and �n ! b�,also �n jm (G) > 0 for all n large enough. Consequently, �n('(�; !) > "�2) > 0, implying that� > �rit(�n) for all n large enough (.f. Lemma 1). Considering � # �rit(�) ompletes the proofof (2.12).With MP1 =MP1 (
") := f� 2M1(
") : supp � � (supp P j1)Zg, the next lemma is the analogueof [1, Lemma 6℄. This is also where we use the \uniform elliptiity" ondition (C3) on the holdingtime distributions.Lemma 3 Suppose P 2 M e1 (
") satis�es (C3) and is loally equivalent to the produt of itsmarginals. Then, the funtion (�; �) 7! R f(�; !)�(d!) is ontinuous on (�1; �rit(P ))�MP1 .Proof: Let �m(�; �) := Z log'm(�; !)�(d!)for the bounded, ontinuous funtion 'm(�; �) of (2.13). Note that j'm(�0; !) � 'm(�; !)j ! 0 as�0 ! �, uniformly in !. Considering hereafter m � b+ 3, we have by (C3) that'm(�; !) � !0E�0�e�(H+1)1H�m�2� � "e�j�j(b+2)k(1) =: 1� : (2.14)The funtion �m(�; �) is then ontinuous on R �M1(
"). By the inequality log x � x� 1 and thepreeding lower bound on 'm we have that0 � log� '(�; !)'m(�; !)� � �('(�; !)� 'm(�; !)) � �E!�e�T111>T1>m�1�� �e(���rit(P ))(m�1)E!�e�rit(P )T11T1<1� :Fixing � < �rit(P ) and ! 2 (supp P j1)Z, we thus dedue from (2.11) that0 � log'(�; !)� log'm(�; !) � "�2�e(���rit(P ))(m�1) :Hene, for any � < �rit(P ) and � 2MP1 , it holds that����Z f(�; !)�(d!)� �m(�; �)���� � "�2�e(���rit(P ))(m�1) :The laimed ontinuity follows as �m(�; �) is ontinuous and j R f(�; !)�(d!) � �m(�; �)j ! 0 form!1, uniformly in MP1 .We next provide for I�;aP (�) representations analogous to those of Proposition 2.11



Proposition 3 Assuming (C0){(C3), letL(�) := sup�2MP1 hZ f(�; !)�(d!)� h(�jP )i : (2.15)Then, for any u 2 R, I�;aP (u) = sup�<�rit(P )[�u� L(�)℄ ; (2.16)infw�u I�;aP (w) = sup�<0[�u� L(�)℄ ; (2.17)and if �rit(P ) > 0, also infw�u I�;aP (w) = sup0��<�rit(P )[�u� L(�)℄ : (2.18)In partiular, I�;aP (�) is a onvex rate funtion, and is non-inreasing if �rit(P ) = 0.Proof: Sine � 7! R f(�; !)�(d!) is onvex, non-dereasing for any � 2MP1 , so is � 7! L(�). Notethat L(�) � R f(�; !)P (d!) =1 for any � > �rit(P ) (see Lemma 1). In ontrast, R f(�; !)�(d!) ��2 log " for all � � �rit(P ) and � 2 MP1 (.f. (2.11)), implying that L(�) is �nite and boundedfor suh �. Moreover, � 7! R f(�; !)�(d!) is ontinuous on (�1; �rit(P )℄ for any � 2 MP1 (byLemma 3 in the ase � < �rit(P ), and by monotone onvergene in the ase � " �rit(P ) sine'(�rit(P ); !) � "�2 for all ! in the support of �). Therefore, L(�) is lower semi-ontinuous and itsFenhel-Legendre transformJ(u) := sup�2R[�u� L(�)℄ = sup�<�rit(P )[�u� L(�)℄ ;is onvex, lower semi-ontinuous (and if �rit(P ) = 0, also non-inreasing). Obviously, J(u) = 1for u < 0. We prove below that I�;aP (�) = J(�). This is all we need if �rit(P ) = 0, whereas if�rit(P ) > 0 then J(u) = max(J�(u); J+(u)) with J�(u) := sup�<0[�u� L(�)℄ non-inreasing andJ+(u) := sup0��<�rit(P )[�u � L(�)℄ non-dereasing. By duality of Fenhel-Legendre transformsinfu2R J(u) = �L(0) 2 [0;1). Moreover, onsidering � ! 0 we see that J+(u) � �L(0) andJ�(u) � �L(0) for all u. With I�;aP (�) = J(�), we easily get then (2.17) and (2.18) out of (2.16).Sine � 7! G(�; �; u)+h(�jP ) is onvex, lower semi-ontinuous on the onvex, ompat set MP1 ,for any � < �rit, and � 7! G(�; �; u) is onave, ontinuous on (�1; �rit(P )℄, by the min-maxtheorem (see [15, Theorem 4.2'℄), we onlude thatJ(u) = inf�2MP1 sup�<�rit(P )hG(�; �; u) + h(�jP )i = sup�<�rit(P ) [G(�; �; u) + h(�jP )℄ : (2.19)Here, � is a global minimizer of the lower semi-ontinuous funtion � 7! h(�jP )+sup�<�rit(P )G(�; �; u)on the ompat set MP1 . Sine h(�jP ) = 1 for all � =2 MP1 , it follows from (2.19) that for anyu 2 R, J(u) � inf�2Me1 (
") sup�2RhG(�; �; u) + h(�jP )i = I�;aP (u) :12



To show the onverse inequality, we assume without loss of generality that J(u) <1 and approx-imate the stationary � of (2.19) by \nie" ergodi measures. To this end, note that (C3) impliesthat for all � � 0, Æ > 0 and P -a.s,e�b � E�0(e�H1H<1) � k(Æ)e�(b+Æ) :Sine T1 � H1(0) + 1 with equality whenever Z1 = 1, this implies that f(�; !) � �(b + 1) 2[log "k(Æ)e�Æ ; 0℄ hene also�(u� b� 1� Æ)� log("k(Æ)) � G(�; �; u) � �(u� b� 1) (2.20)for all � 2 MP1 and � � 0. In partiular, sine J(u) < 1, by (2.19) and (2.20) we know thatu � (b+ 1). Fixing u = b+ 1 + 2Æ and Æ > 0, it follows from (2.20) thatI�;q� (u) = sup���KG(�; �; u) ; (2.21)for K = Ku = Æ�1j log("k(Æ))j < 1 and all � 2 MP1 . Let �` = �1� 1̀� � + 1̀P 2 MP1 , noting thath(�`jP ) = �1� 1̀�h(�jP ) < 1. By (C2), there exist �ǹ 2 M e1 (
") that are loally equivalent tothe produt of their marginals, with �ǹ ! �` and h(�ǹjP ) ! h(�`jP ) as n ! 1. Sine P � �`,we see by (2.12) that �rit(�ǹ)! �rit(P ) as n!1. By a diagonalization argument, we thus havee�` 2M e1 (
") \MP1 , withe�` ! �; h(e�`jP )! h(�jP ); �rit(e�`)! �rit(P ) :In partiular, for any � > 0 and ` large enough G(�; e�`; u) = �1 if � > �rit(P ) + � � �rit(e�`),implying together with (2.21) thatI�;aP (u) � h(e�`jP ) + sup�K����rit(P )+�G(�; e�`; u)� h(e�`jP ) + 2�u+ sup�K����rit(P )��G(�; e�`; u)� h(e�`jP ) + 3�u+G(e�`; e�`; u) ;for some e�` 2 [�K;�rit(P )� �℄. Passing to a subsequene if needed, e�` ! � 2 [�K;�rit(P )� �℄.Considering `!1 we dedue by applying Lemma 3 for (e�`; e�`)! (�; �), thatI�;aP (u) � G(�; �; u) + h(�jP ) + 3�u � J(u) + 3�u(the rightmost inequality follows from (2.19)). Sine � > 0 and u > b + 1 are arbitrary, the proofof (2.16) is thus omplete, exept possibly at u = b+ 1. Turning to deal with this remaining ase,note that P -a.e. T1 � b+ 1 by (C3). Hene, by monotone onvergene for any � 2MP1 ,I�;q� (b+ 1) = � inf�2RZ logE!�e�(T1�b�1)1T1<1��(d!) = �Z log h!0�0(fbg)i�j1 (d!0) : (2.22)Sine it suÆes to onsider �! �1 in (2.22), it follows from (2.19) thatJ(b+ 1) = h(�jP )� Z log h!0�0(fbg)i�j1 (d!0) (2.23)13



(where both sides have value +1 if �(�0(fbg) = 0) > 0). Assuming without loss of generality thatJ(b+ 1) <1 and in partiular that h(�jP ) <1, we have by (C2) a sequene �n 2M e1 (
") with�nj1= �j1 for all n and h(�njP )! h(�jP ). Noting that for all n both �n 2MP1 andI�;q�n (b+ 1) = �Z log h!0�0(fbg)i�j1 (d!0) ;by (2.22), we dedue from (2.23) thatI�;aP (b+ 1) � lim infn!1 fI�;q�n (b+ 1) + h(�njP )g = J(b+ 1) :This onludes the proof of (2.16) and with it that of the proposition.We onlude this setion with the proof of Proposition 1.Proof of Proposition 1: Throughout this proof we use �rit, u�, u and u+, for �rit(P ), u�(P ),u(P ) and u+(P ), respetively.By the disussion preeeding (2.6) the non-negative funtion I�;qP (u) is stritly onvex on(u�; u+). By Proposition 2, if �rit > 0 then u+ > u and we have that I�;qP (u) > 0 for all u 6= u. Inontrast, if �rit = 0, either I�;qP (u) > 0 for all u 2 R, or I�;qP (u) = 0 if and only if u � u. By (3.12)the same applies for the non-negative rate funtion I��;qP (�). Moreover, by (1.2), if EP (log �0) < 0then I��;qP is stritly positive while I�;qP is stritly positive in ase EP (log �0) > 0.When (C1){(C3) also hold, reall that � 7! h(�jP ) is a good rate funtion that vanishes onlyat � = P . Combining in this ase the variational formulas of Theorem 2 and the ontinuity of� 7! E�(f(�; !)) and � 7! E�(f�(�; !)) (using (3.12) to dedue the latter from Lemma 3), weonlude that I�;aP (u) = 0 if and only if u is suh that I�;qP (u) = 0, and I��;aP (u) = 0 if and only ifI��;qP (u) = 0.Dealing with part (a) of the proposition, suppose that P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0 and EP (log �0) � 0,in whih ase T1 < 1, P-a.e.. Comparing (1.1) to (2.3) we see that u = 1=vP , implying that ifEP (log �0) = 0 then also u =1 and �rit = 0 (see Proposition 2). As we show in (4.1) and in (4.18)both IqP (0) = �rit and IaP (0) = �rit. In view of (1.3) and (1.5) we see that if �rit > 0, both goodrate funtions IqP (v) and IaP (v) vanish only at v = vP , whereas they vanish at v = 0 if �rit = 0 andif in addition vP > 0, they vanish also for all v 2 [0; vP ℄. The same onsideration applies in aseEP (log �0) > 0: here T�1 < 1, P-a.e., so that u = �1=vP and if both �rit = 0 and vP < 0, thenthe funtions IqP (v) and IaP (v) vanish at the interval [vP ; 0℄.Turning to part (b) of the proposition, whereby P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0, note that then for all u,I�;qP (u) � G(0; P; u) = � logP(T1 <1) > 0 & I��;qP (u) � G�(0; P; u) = � logP(T�1 <1) > 0 :Thus, with all four rate funtions I�;qP , I��;qP , I�;aP , and I��;aP being stritly positive, it follows by(1.4) and (1.7) that IqP and IaP only vanish at the origin. If u < 1, then by Proposition 2 and(1.2), both funtions I�;qP and I��;qP have their (positive) global minimum at u, resulting by (1.4)with linear piees for IqP on [�1=u; 1=u℄. 14



3 Proof of the LDPs for hitting times Tn=nProof of Theorem 1. With T0 = 0 and �i = Ti � Ti�1, i = 1; 2; : : :, we have that onditioned onf�i <1; i = 1; : : : ; ng the random variables �1; : : : ; �n are independent under P!. Hene, for any !and � � �rit, E! �e�Tn1Tn<1� = E! �e�Pni=1 �i1\ni=1f�i<1g� = nYi=1'(�; �i!) ; (3.1)where the seond equality is due to the Markov property. By Lemma 1 and (2.5) it follows thatEP (jf(�; !)j) < 1 for all � � �rit. An appliation of Birkho�'s pointwise ergodi theorem thenyields that 1n logE! �e�Tn1Tn<1� = 1n nXi=1 f(�; �i!) �!n!1 Z f(�; !)P (d!) P � a:e: (3.2)�rst for all � rational and then for all � � �rit by monotoniity. Fixing u 2 R, by Chebyshev'sinequality, for all ! and � � 0P! �Tnn � u� � e��nuE! �e�Tn1Tn<1� : (3.3)Thus, by (3.2), P -a.e. for all u,lim supn!1 1n logP! �Tnn � u� � � sup��0G(�; P; u) = � infw�u I�;qP (w) ; (3.4)where (2.9) was used in the rightmost equality. The upper bound on the upper tail is derivedsimilarly. Indeed, using Chebyshev's inequality with � � 0,P! �1 > Tnn � u� � e��nuE! �e�Tn1Tn<1� ;and hene, as in (3.4), using now (2.8), P -a.e. for all u,lim supn!1 1n logP! �1 > Tnn � u� � � sup��0G(�; P; u) = � infw�u I�;qP (w) (3.5)Suppose u < 1. Any losed set F � [1;1) is ontained in [1; u1℄ [ [u2;1) for some u1 � u � u2suh that u1 2 F and u2 2 F (ignoring u2 if F � [1; u℄ and u1 if F � [u;1)). So, by themonotoniity of I�;qP (�) (proved in Proposition 2), the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) yield the upperbound for a general losed set F . If u =1 and K � [1;1) is ompat, then K � [1; u1℄ for someu1 2 K and (3.4) yields the upper bound needed for the weak LDP of Theorem 1.Due to the ontinuity of I�;qP (�) in the interior of its domain, implied by Proposition 2, it suÆesto prove the omplementary lower bound for (small) open intervals entered at rational u > u�.To this end, assume �rst that u� < u < u+. De�ne a probability measure Q!;n suh thatdQ!;ndP! = 1Zn;! exp(�uTn)1Tn<1; Zn;! = E!�exp(�uTn)1Tn<1� ;15



and let Q!;n denote the indued law on f�1; � � � �ng. Due to the Markov property, Q!;n is an n-foldprodut measure, whose marginals do not depend on n, hene we write Q! instead of Q!;n. Notethat, for any Æ > 0,P! �����Tnn � u���� < Æ� � exp �nu�u � nÆj�uj+ nXi=1 f(�u; �i!)!Q! �����Tnn � u���� < Æ� : (3.6)Sine P is ergodi and u < u+, it holds thatEQ! �Tnn � = 1n nXi=1 EQ�i!(�1) �!n!1 EP�EQ!(�1)� = g(�u) = u; P -a.e. (3.7)where we have also used (2.4). With �u < �rit, it also holds that there exists a � > 0 suh thatEP�EQ!(e��1)� <1 ;implying by Chebyshev's inequality and independene thatQ! �����Tnn � u���� � Æ� �!n!1 0; P -a.e. (3.8)Combining (3.8) with (3.6), we getlim infn!1 1n logP! �����Tnn � u���� < Æ� � �u�u � Æj�uj+ lim infn!1 1n nXi=1 f(�u; �i!)= �u�u � Æj�uj+EP (f(�u; !))= �G(�u; P; u) � Æj�uj = �I�;qP (u)� Æj�uj P -a.e. (3.9)(the �rst equality is due to Birkho�'s ergodi theorem and the last one to (2.6)). This ompletesthe proof of the lower bound in ase u < u+ sine Æ > 0 is arbitrary.Suppose u+ � u is �nite. Fixing a rational u � u+ let ` = d(u+1)=2e and for m � 2`+1 de�ne�m(!) := m+ 2 0Xi=�`�(�i!) :Set fm(�; !) = logE!(e�T11T1��m(!)), a monotone, onvex funtion of �, noting that for P -a.e. !,P!(u+ 2 � T1 � �m(!)) � "2`+1 0Yi=�`�i([0; �(�i!)℄)2 > 0:Consequently, for any � � 0,��m(!) � fm(�; !) � �(u+ 2) + (2`+ 1) log "+ 2 0Xi=�` log�i([0; �(�i!)℄) ; (3.10)16



implying that EP (jfm(�; !)j) <1 by (C0) and the stationarity of P . It follows that the onavefuntions Gm(�; P; u) = �u�EP (fm(�; !)) are �nite and smooth in � � 0, with Gm(�; P; u)! �1for � ! 1 by (3.10). Thus, the monotone funtion gm(�) = dd�Gm(�; P; u) is negative for all �large enough, whereas it is not hard to hek that gm(0) � u� u � 0. So, for all m � m0(u) thereexists �u;m 2 [0;1) suh that gm(�u;m) = 0. The proof of the lower bound proeeds similarly tothat for u < u+, exept for trunating the variables f�ig by onsidering the n-fold produt lawQ!;�m of f�1; : : : ; �ng under the probability measure Q!;n;�m de�ned bydQ!;n;�mdP! = 1Z!;n;�m nYi=1 e�u;m�i1�i��m ; Z!;n;�m = nYi=1E�i!�e�u;mT11T1��m(�i!)� :Adapting in suh a manner the argument leading to (3.9), one obtains the boundlimÆ!0 lim infn!1 1n logP! �����Tnn � u���� < Æ� � �Gm(�u;m; P; u) = � sup��0Gm(�; P; u) := �Im(u) ; P -a.e.(for details, see [1, Proof of Theorem 4℄). With Gm(�; P; u) non-inreasing in m, so are the �nite,non-negative onstants Im(u). Denoting by I1(u) the �nite, non-negative limit of Im(u), theintersetion of the non-empty, ompat, nested sets f� � 0 : Gm(�; P; u) � I1(u)g, m � m0(u),ontains a point �u;1. By monotone onvergeneI1(u) � limm!1Gm(�u;1; P; u) = G(�u;1; P; u) � I�;qP (u) ;ompleting the proof of the lower bound.We onlude the proof by deriving (1.2). To this end, �xing m <1, let T (m)1 and T (m)�1 be thehitting times orresponding to the trunated holding timesHmi (x) = (m m < Hi(x) <1;Hi(x) otherwise:With Z+m = logE!�e�T (m)1 1T (m)1 <1� and Z�m := logE!�e�T (m)�1 1T (m)�1 <1�, �xing � 2 R it followsverbatim from the proof of [18, Lemma 2.3.22℄ thatEP (Z�m) = EP (Z+m) +EP (log �0) (3.11)(possibly with both sides being in�nite if � > 0). Reall that T1 (or T�1) is �nite if and only ifT (m)1 (or T (m)�1 , respetively) is �nite for some m. So, in ase � � 0 we have that 0 � Z�m # Z�1 and0 � Z+m # Z+1, implying by monotone onvergene thatEP �logE!�e�T�11T�1<1�� = EP �logE!�e�T11T1<1��+EP (log �0) : (3.12)Similarly, if � > 0 we have that 2 log " � Z�m " Z�1 and 2 log " � Z+m " Z+1, so taking m ! 1 in(3.11) yields (3.12) by monotone onvergene. The latter allows to relate I�;qP (�) and I��;qP (�), in thesame way as in the ase without holding times. 17



Remark: Note that (3.12) implies that ��rit(P ) = �rit(P ).Proof of Theorem 2. Sine the proof of the annealed weak LDP for T�n=n is almost identialto that for Tn=n we present in the sequel only the latter.We begin the proof of the upper bound in Theorem 2 with the upper tail in ase �rit(P ) > 0.Integration of (3.1) yields that for all � < �rit(P ),E �e�Tn1Tn<1� = EP �exp�nZ f(�; !)Rn(d!)�� :By (C1), fRng satis�es a LDP with good rate funtion h(�jP ). As Rn 2 MP1 and f� : h(�jP ) <1g � MP1 , where � 7! R f(�; !)�(d!) is bounded and ontinuous (by Lemma 3), it follows fromVaradhan's lemma (see [4, Theorem 4.3.1℄) thatlimn!1 1n log E �e�Tn1Tn<1� = sup�2MP1 �Z f(�; !)�(d!)� h(�jP )� = L(�) : (3.13)Fix u > 0. Combining (3.13) and Chebyshev's inequality for eah �rit(P ) > � � 0, we get theupper boundlim supn!1 1n logP�1 > Tnn � u� � � sup0��<�rit(P ) [�u� L(�)℄ = � infw�u I�;aP (w) ; (3.14)where the equality follows from (2.18).Applying the same argument with � < 0 and using (2.17), yields thatlim supn!1 1n log P�Tnn � u� � � infw�u I�;aP (w) : (3.15)If �rit(P ) = 0, then I�;aP (�) is non-inreasing (see Proposition 3), hene (3.15) yields the upper boundfor any ompat K � [1;1) as needed for the weak LDP of Theorem 2. Similarly, for �rit(P ) > 0,the upper bound for a general ompat set follows from (3.14), (3.15) and the onvexity of I�;aP (�)(proved in Proposition 3).It suÆes to prove the lower bound in Theorem 2 for (u � Æ; u + Æ) with u 2 [1;1) suh thatI�;aP (u) <1 and Æ # 0. Fixing suh u and Æ there exists � 2M e1 (
") suh that I�;q� (u) + h(�jP ) �I�;aP (u) + Æ <1. In partiular, u � u�(�). Applying [1, Lemma 7℄ as in the proof of [1, Theorem6℄ but here with the measures Q!;n 
 �(d!) if u 2 (u�(�); u+(�)) and Q!;n;m 
 �(d!) if u � u+(�)(so we an use the strong law (3.8) for �-a.e. !), we obtain the boundlim infn!1 1n logP�����Tnn � u���� < Æ� � �I�;q� (u)� h(�jP ) ;for all u > u�(�). By ontinuity of the onvex rate funtion I�;q� (u) as u # u�(�), this bound appliesalso for u = u�(�). Taking Æ # 0 ompletes the lower bound in Theorem 2 and hene �nishes theproof of this theorem. 18



4 Proof of the LDPs for resaled positions Xt=tProof of Theorem 3, ase (a). We start by showing that IqP (�) of (1.3) is a onvex, good ratefuntion. Reall that u�(P ) � 1, hene IqP (v) =1 for all v =2 [�1; 1℄ (see (1.2) and Proposition 2).Moreover, with �rit = �rit(P ), by Lemma 1, (1.2) and the de�nition of I�;qP (�) we have thatIqP (v) = v1v<0EP (log �0) + sup���rit f�� jvjEP (f(�; !))g (4.1)for all v 6= 0. In partiular, IqP (�) is onvex and lower semi-ontinuous on (0;1) and (�1; 0),separately. Using the linear lower bound of (2.5) it is easy to hek that limv#0 IqP (v) exists andequals �rit. Further, IqP (�) is ontinuous at 0 by (4.1). It remains to show the onvexity of IqP (�) at0, namely that for all v1; v2 > 0,v1IqP (�v2) + v2IqP (v1) � (v1 + v2)IqP (0) = (v1 + v2)�rit :By (4.1) (giving a lower bound for the sup by plugging in � = �rit), this follows from the inequality0 � EP (log �0) + 2EP (f(�rit; !)) ;whih by (3.12), is a onsequene of the fat that0 � f�(�rit; !) + f(�rit; ��1!) ; (4.2)for P -almost every ! 2 
" (integrate (4.2) with respet to the stationary measure P ). Indeed, bythe Markov propertyE!�e�ritTM1T�1<TM<1� = E!�e�ritT�11T�1<TM�E��1!�e�ritT11T1<1�E!�e�ritTM1TM<1� :Reall that E!(e�ritTM1TM<1) <1 for P -almost every ! and all M <1 (see (3.1)). Thus,1 � E!�e�ritTM1T�1<TM<1�E!�e�ritTM1TM<1� = E!�e�ritT�11T�1<TM�E��1!�e�ritT11T1<1� :Taking the logarithm and onsidering M !1, one obtains (4.2).Beause jXt � Xsj � jt � sj, it suÆes to onsider the LDP bounds for the sequene Xn,n = 0; 1; : : :, whih we do hereafter (without further notie), in order to simplify notations.Starting with the lower bounds, as jXt �Xsj � jt� sj, for v 6= 0 and 1 > Æ > 0,P! �Xnn 2 (v � 2Æ; v + 2Æ)� � P!�(1� Æ)n < T[nv℄ < (1 + Æ)n� ;and Theorem 1 implies that P -a.e. for all v 6= 0 and Æ > 0,lim infn!1 1n logP! �Xnn 2 (v � 2Æ; v + 2Æ)� � ( �vI�;qP �1v � ; v > 0;vI��;qP � 1jvj� ; v < 0:19



Similarly, taking 1 > Æ > u > 0,P! �Xnn 2 (�2Æ; 2Æ)� � P! �(1� Æ)n < T[nu℄ < (1 + Æ)n� ;hene by Theorem 1,lim infn!1 1n logP! �Xnn 2 (�2Æ; 2Æ)� � �uI�;qP �1u� ; P -a.e.and onsidering rational u # 0 ompletes the proof of the LDP lower bound.We next deal with the omplementary upper bounds. Assuming without loss of generality thatEP (log �0) � 0, we have that T1 < 1 for P -almost every ! (reall that here Hi(x) < 1 for alli; x), and vP = 1=u(P ) � 0. Sine n�1Xn 2 [�1; 1℄, it suÆes to show that P -a.e.lim�#0 lim supn!1 1n logP! �Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � �IqP (v); 8jvj � 1 (4.3)(.f. [4, Theorem 4.1.11℄). The next lemma, whose proof is deferred, is key to the proof of (4.3).Lemma 4 Assume (C0). Suppose P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0 and EP (log �0) � 0.Let � = supp P and Sn = infft � n : Xt � 0g. Then,lim supn!1 1n log sup!2� P!(Sn <1) � ��rit(P ) : (4.4)We now prove (4.3) for v = 0. For any ! and � > 0,"�nP!(inf`�nX` � �n) � P!(inf`�nX` � 0) = P!(Sn <1) :In partiular, sine IqP (0) = �rit(P ) andP!(Xn 2 (��n; �n)) � P!(inf`�nX` � �n) � "��nP!(Sn <1) ; (4.5)(4.4) implies that (4.3) holds for v = 0. Considering next v 6= 0 and � 2 (0; jvj) suh thatu = v � �sign v is rational, note that for any Æ 2 (0; 1) suh that 1=(Æu) is integer,P!�Xnn 2 (v��; v+�)� � "�2�n (jujÆ)�1Xk=1 P! �T[nu℄njuj 2 [(k � 1)Æ; kÆ℄� P�[nu℄!(S[n�nkÆjuj℄ <1) : (4.6)With � = kÆjuj � 1, it follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 2 that P-a.e.,lim supn!1 1n logP! �T[nu℄njuj 2 [(k � 1)Æ; kÆ℄� � �jujI(sign u)�;qP (�=juj) + jujw(juj; Æ) ; (4.7)20



for all k and rational u, Æ > 0, wherew(r; Æ) := maxfjI�;qP (s)� I�;qP (t)j+ jI��;qP (s)� I��;qP (t)j; s; t 2 [u(P ); 1=r℄; js � tj � Æg :Let �0 = f! : �k! 2 � 8k 2 Zg, noting that P (�0) = 1 by stationarity (in fat �0 = �), whereas by(4.4), lim supn!1 1n log sup!2�0 P�[nu℄!(S[n�n�℄ <1) � �(1� �)�rit(P ) (4.8)Putting (4.7) and (4.8) in (4.6), and using the relation (1.3) we dedue that P -a.e.lim supn!1 1n logP! �Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � � inf�2[0;1℄ f�IqP (u=�)+(1� �)IqP (0)g+ jujw(juj; Æ)�2� log "As the �nite, onvex, rate funtion I�;qP (�) is ontinuous on (u�(P );1), the osillation w(r; Æ) ! 0for Æ # 0 and any �xed r <1. With IqP (�) onvex and lower semi-ontinuous, taking Æ # 0 then � # 0we obtain the bound of (4.3) and omplete the proof of the theorem in ase P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0.Proof of Theorem 3, ase (b). For IqP (v) of (1.4), v 6= 0 we have by the same reasoning thatled to (4.1), the analogous representation,IqP (v) = v1v<0EP (log �0) + inf`2[0;1℄ sup���rit f�`� jvjEP (f(�; !))g= v1v<0EP (log �0) + sup��0 f�� jvjEP (f(�; !))g ; (4.9)where the seond equality follows by an appliation of the min-max theorem [15, Theorem 4.2'℄for the funtion (`; �) 7! �` � jvjEP (f(�; !)) (` 2 [0; 1℄, � 2 (�1; �rit℄), whih is onvex in `and onave and ontinuous in � (the ontinuity of � 7! EP (f(�; !)) follows from (2.1), (2.5) anddominated onvergene). Here too IqP (v) =1 for all v =2 [�1; 1℄, whereas by (4.9), IqP (�) is onvexand lower semi-ontinuous on (0;1) and (�1; 0), separately. Combining the linear lower bound(2.5) with the representation (4.9) we see that limv!0 IqP (v) = 0, that is, IqP (�) is ontinuous at 0.Sine IqP (�) � 0, its onvexity at 0 trivially holds.As for the LDP lower bounds, let � > 0 be suh that P (�0(f1g) > �) = p > 0. Fixing arational v 6= 0, we have for all ` 2 [0; 1℄,P! �Xnn 2 (v � 2Æ; v + 2Æ)� � P! �T[nv℄ 2 (`n� Æn; `n+ Æn)�P�[nv℄! �jX(1�`)nj < Æn�whereas P�[nv℄! �jX(1�`)nj < Æn� � "Æn maxfj:jj�[nv℄j<Æng �j(f1g) := "Æn�n(!) :We thus get the LDP lower bound with rate funtion (1.4) out of that of Theorem 1 (inludingalso the ase of v = 0), provided �n(!) > � for all n large enough. By Birkho�'s pointwise ergoditheorem this holds for P -almost every !, as������ 1n nXj=1 1f�j (f1g)>�g � p������ � Æp2jvj ; ������ 1n �1Xj=�n1f�j(f1g)>�g � p������ � Æp2jvj ;21



for all n � n0(Æ; !), whereby obviously �n(!) > � whenever n(jvj � Æ) > n0.To prove the omplementary upper bounds, namely, (4.3), sine now IqP (0) = 0, it suÆes toonsider v 6= 0. For the same hoie of � 2 (0; jvj) and rational u = v � �sign v we have thatP!�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � P!(T[nu℄ � n) : (4.10)Considering n!1, it thus follows from Theorem 1 and (1.4) thatlim supn!1 1n logP! �Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � �IqP (u) ;whih holds P -a.e. for all v and � as above. With IqP (�) lower semi-ontinuous, taking � # 0ompletes the proof of (4.3) and hene, that of the theorem.Proof of Lemma 4. Reall that our assumptions imply that vP = 1=u(P ) � 0. The lemma istrivial for vP = 0 as then �rit = 0. Assuming hereafter that vP > 0, let bn(!) = P!(Sn < 1),an := supfbn(!) : ! 2 �g, and � = infft � 1 : Xt = 0g. By the strong Markov property of theembedded RWRE, denoting by P y! (�) the law of the random walk started at y in the environment! (where we omit y if y = 0), it holds that for all k; ! and all y < 0,P y!(Sk <1) � P y!(� � k)P!(Sk <1) + P y! (� > k) � P!(Sk <1) :SineP!(Sm+k <1) � "P!(Sm <1)E! �PXSm�1! (Sk <1) jSm <1� � "P!(Sm <1)P!(Sk <1) ;it follows that bjk(!) � ("bk(!))j , hene also ajk � ("ak)j for all positive integers j. This and theelliptiity estimate "k+1 � "ak � ak+1 � ak imply that k�1 log ak ! a, for some a 2 [log "; 0℄.We next show that n�1 log bn(!)! a as n!1, for P -a.e. !. To this end, �x Æ > 0 and k <1large enough for k�1 log ak � a�Æ. There exists a e! 2 � suh that k�1 log bk(e!) � a�2Æ. Therefore,one may �nd a �nite ` large enough suh that k�1 logPe!(Sk < `) � a�3Æ. Let Z = (Z0; Z1; : : : ; Z`),z = (z0; z1; : : : ; z`) and� = (�1; : : : ;�`), and use the notation P!(A), or P�(A), for events A whihdepend on the environment only via ! := (!�`; : : : ; !`) or � := (��`; : : : ; �`), respetively. Notethat Gz := [f0�j�`�1:zj�0g f� : �j < `;�j+1 > kgare open subsets of R+̀ andP!(Sk < `) =Xz P!(Z = z)P�(� 2 GzjZ = z) : (4.11)A �nite number of z vetors is onsidered in (4.11), for eah of whih ! 7! P!(Z = z) is ontinuouson 
" while � 7! L(�jZ = z) : M "1 (R+)2`+1 ! M1(R+̀) are also ontinuous (where L(�jZ = z)denotes the onditional distribution of � given the event Z = z). By (4.11), we see that ! 7!22



P!(Sk < `) is lower semi-ontinuous on 
". Consequently, there exists an open set A � 
" suhthat P (A) > 0 and k�1 logP!(Sk < `) � a� 4Æ ; 8! 2 A:Let now g(!) � 0 be the smallest integer suh that ��g(!)! 2 A. Sine P (A) > 0, it follows fromergodiity that g(!) <1 for P -almost every !, in whih asebn(!) = P!(Sn <1) � "g(!)P��g(!)!(Sn <1) � "g(!) ["P��g(!)!(Sk <1)℄dnk e� "g(!) ["P��g(!)!(Sk < `)℄dnk e � "g(!) h"ek(a�4Æ)idnk e ; (4.12)yielding for P -almost every !, the bound,lim infn!1 n�1 log bn(!) � k�1 log "� 4Æ + a � k�1 log "� 4Æ + lim supn!1 n�1 log bn(!) :Taking k !1 followed by (rational) Æ # 0, we onlude thata = limn!1n�1 log bn(!) ; P � a:e: (4.13)Fixing 1 > Æ > 0, u 2 (0; vP =(1 + vP )), let S denote the �nite set of integer pairs (k; `) suh that1 + 1=Æ � min(k; `) and (k + `� 2)Æu � 1. We have by the strong Markov property thatbn(!) � P!�T[nu℄ � n(1� u)� (4.14)+ X(k;`)2S P!�T[nu℄nu 2 [(k � 1)Æ; kÆ[�P�[nu℄!�T�[nu℄nu 2 [(`� 1)Æ; `Æ[�P! �S[n�n(k+`)uÆ℄ <1� ;where we use the onvention bt(!) = P!(St <1) = 1 for t � 0. Observing thatE�m! �e�T�m1T�m<1� = mYi=1'�(�; �i!) ;we follow the derivation of (3.4) and (3.5) to dedue in analogy to (4.7) that, with  = `Æu � 2,lim supn!1 1n logP�[nu℄!�T�[nu℄nu 2 [(`� 1)Æ; `Æ[�� �IqP (�u=) + uw(u=2; Æ) P � a:e: (4.15)By onvexity of IqP (�), with � = kÆu,�IqP (u� ) + IqP (�u ) � (� + )IqP (0) :So, with (k + `)Æ � 2, by (4.7), (4.14) and (4.15), for P -almost every ! and all n > n0(!),bn(!) � en(2uw(u=2;Æ)+Æ)he�n(1�u)IqP ( u1�u ) + X(k;`)2S e�n(k+`)ÆuIqP (0) b[n�n(k+`)Æu℄(!)i� C max2nu�j�nne�jJ bn�j(!)o ; (4.16)23



where C = C(Æ; u) <1 andJ = minn(1� u)IqP ( u1� u); IqP (0)o� 12u�2uw(u=2; Æ) + Æ� :It is easy to hek that for u > 0, n � 0, C <1,n � C max2nu�j�nne�jJ n�jo 8n � n0 =) lim supn!1 1n log n � �J :Consequently, from (4.16) we have thatlim supn!1 1n log bn(!) � �J ; P � a:e: (4.17)Sine J ! IqP (0) when taking �rst Æ # 0 then u # 0, it follows from (4.13) and (4.17) that a � �IqP (0)as stated.Proof of Theorem 4, ase (a). With u�(�) � 1 for any � 2 M e1 (
") we have that I�;q� (u) =I��;q� (u) = 1 for all u < 1 (see Proposition 2 and (1.2)), hene IaP (v) = 1 for v 6= [�1; 1℄. SineI�;aP (�) and I��;aP (�) are rate funtions, IaP (�) of (1.5) is a good rate funtion provided it is ontinuousat 0, whih we show next. Denoting throughout �rit = �rit(P ), reall that L(�) � �2 log " forL(�) of (2.15) and all � � �rit (see proof of Proposition 3). Hene, I�;aP (u) � �ritu + 2 log " by(2.16), implying that lim infu#0 uI�;aP �1u� � �rit :With the same argument applying for I��;aP (�), we get thatlim infv!0 IaP (v) � �rit : (4.18)By de�nition, IaP (v) � IqP (v) for v 6= 0. As IqP (v) ! �rit for v ! 0 (see proof of Theorem 3), weonlude that IaP (v) ! �rit = IaP (0) when v ! 0, ompleting the proof that IaP (�) is a good ratefuntion. Sine I�;aP (�) and I��;aP (�) are onvex, it follows immediately that IaP (�) of (1.5) is onvexseparately on (0;1) and on (�1; 0). The onvexity of this funtion at 0 amounts to the inequalityv1IaP (�v2) + v2IaP (v1) � (v1 + v2)�rit ; (4.19)whih we prove next. As P 2 M e1 (
") is loally equivalent to the produt of its marginals, thebound (2.11) results with (4.2) holding for all ! 2 (supp P j1)Z. Note that f�(�; !) depends onlyon f!x; x � 0g while f(�; ��1!) depends only on f!x; x � �1g, so integrating (4.2) with respetto �j(:::;!�2;!�1) 
 �0j(!0;!1;:::) yields that0 � E�0(f�(�rit; !)) +E�(f(�rit; !)) ;for any stationary �; �0 2MP1 . For all suh �, �0 and v1; v2 > 0 then,I��;q�0 � 1v2�+ I�;q� � 1v1� � � 1v2 + 1v1� �rit :24



With h(�jP ) =1 for all � =2MP1 , alsoI��;aP � 1v2�+ I�;aP � 1v1� � � 1v2 + 1v1��rit ;resulting by (1.5) with (4.19).The annealed LDP lower bounds in ase P (�0(f1g) > 0) = 0 follow from the lower bounds ofTheorem 2, by the same reasoning as in the proof of the quenhed bounds in Theorem 3. Turningto the upper bounds, it suÆes to show that for any v,lim�#0 lim supn!1 1n log P�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � �IaP (v) : (4.20)Assume without loss of generality that EP (log �0) � 0, in whih ase Lemma 4 applies. Startingwith v = 0, we have by (4.5) thatP(Xn 2 (��n; �n)) � "��n sup!2�P!(Sn <1) ;and sine IaP (0) = �rit(P ), we have (4.20) by an appliation of Lemma 4. Reall that P (�0) = 1for �0 = f! : �k! 2 � 8k 2 Zg. Hene, by (4.6) for any v 6= 0, � 2 (0; jvj) and u = v � �sign v,P�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � "�2�n (jujÆ)�1Xk=1 P�T[nu℄njuj 2 [(k � 1)Æ; kÆ℄� sup!2�0 P�[nu℄!(S[n�nkÆjuj℄ <1) :Thus, ombining (4.8), Theorem 2 and the relation (1.5) we have thatlim supn!1 1n logP�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � �2� log "� inf�2[0;1℄ f�IaP (u=�) + (1� � � Æjuj)�ritg :Sine IaP (�) is onvex and lower semi-ontinuous, with �rit = IaP (0), taking Æ # 0 followed by � # 0we arrive at the bound (4.20).Proof of Theorem 4, ase (b). Considering IaP (�) of (1.7), note that IaP (v) = vI�;aP (u� ^ 1=v)for any v > 0, where u� � 1 is a global minimizer of I�;aP (u), setting u� = 1 in ase I�;aP (�) isnon-inreasing. Sine I�;aP (�) is a onvex rate funtion, the lower semi-ontinuity and onvexityof IaP (�) on (0;1) are easily veri�ed. Applying the same reasoning to the onvex rate funtionI��;aP (�) we get the onvexity and lower semi-ontinuity of IaP (�) of (1.7) at (�1; 0). Reall thatthis non-negative funtion is bounded above by IqP (v) of (1.4) whih onverges to 0 as v ! 0. Thefuntion IaP (�) of (1.7) is thus onvex and ontinuous at 0, hene a onvex good rate funtion on R.Turning to the LDP lower bounds, note that for v > 0, 0 < Æ < ` � 1 and all n � k0=Æ by ourassumption (1.6),P�Xnn 2 (v � 2Æ; v + 2Æ)� � "2ÆnP�T[nv℄ 2 ((`� Æ)n; (` + Æ)n) ; maxÆn�j�2ÆnH1([nv℄ + j) =1�� "2ÆnEP �P!�T[nv℄ 2 ((`� Æ)n; (` + Æ)n)�EP� maxÆn�j�2Æn�[nv℄+j(f1g)jF�[nv℄��� e�Æn"2ÆnP�T[nv℄ 2 (`� Æ)n; (` + Æ)n� : 25



Consequently, for any v > 0 and all ` 2 (0; 1℄, by Theorem 2,limÆ#0 lim infn!1 1n logP�Xnn 2 (v � 2Æ; v + 2Æ)� � �vI�;aP � v̀� :Optimizing over ` 2 [0; 1℄ we arrive at the stated LDP lower bound for v > 0. The same ar-gument applies for T�[vn℄, leading to the stated lower bound for v < 0, and sine P(Xn = 0) �EP (�0(f1g)) > 0, we have the lower bound also for v = 0.As for the upper bound, it suÆes to onsider (4.20) for v 6= 0, where by (4.10) we have thatwith u = v � �sign v, P�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � P(T[nu℄ � n) :Considering n!1, by Theorem 2 and the relation (1.7) we have thatlim supn!1 1n log P�Xnn 2 (v � �; v + �)� � �IaP (u) ;and with IqP (�) lower semi-ontinuous, taking � # 0 ompletes the proof of (4.20) and hene, thatof the theorem.5 Negative speed for random walks on Galton-Watson treesLet Z be a random variable taking values on f1; 2; : : :g with �nite mean m = E(Z) > 1. Considerthe Galton-Watson (GW) measure on rooted trees, whih is the family tree of a superritialbranhing proess starting from the �rst anestor (alled the root), with eah partile independentlyproduing a random number of hildren aording to the law of Z. The Modi�ed Galton-Watson(MGW) measure is obtained by hanging the distribution of the number of hildren at the root tothat of Z � 1.The Augmented Galton-Watson (AGW) measure on non-rooted trees ontaining a speial ray�1$ 0$1 is then onstruted as follows. Starting with Z, we onnet neighboring integers byan edge, and attah to eah point x 2 Z an independent MGW-tree Tx. We write the resultingin�nite, unrooted tree as T = [x2ZTx where the roots of Tx and Tx+1 are onneted by an edge.The parent v� of a vertex v 2 T \ Tx is de�ned as the parent of v in Tx if v is not the root ofTx, and as x � 1 if v = x 2 Z, i.e. if v is the root of Tx. An alternative onstrution of AGWmeasure starts with a GW tree and the \rightmost" vertex v of distane n from the root, renamingit 0, while renaming the set Dm of verties at distane m from the root as eDm�n and then takingweak limits, resulting with a measure on in�nite trees with a speial ray �1 $ 1 marked (see[10℄ for details). Fixing 0 < � <1 and a tree ! hosen aording to AGW, the �-biased randomwalk fSng on ! is the Markov hain suh that if j� is the parent of a vertex j having k hildrenj1; : : : ; jk, then P v�;!hSn+1 = j�jSn = ji = ��+ k ;P v�;!hSn+1 = jijSn = ji = 1�+ k ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k;26



where v 2 ! is a �xed starting point (see [11℄). We denote by P v�;! the \quenhed" distributionof the walk fSng onditioned on the tree ! and by P v� := R P v�;!AGW (d!) the orresponding\annealed" measure. We write P�;! for P 0�;! and P� for P 0�.For x on the speial ray, let H(x) + 1 be the �rst hitting time of the set fx� 1; x+1g (possiblyH(x) = +1) and let �x be the distribution of H(x) under P x�;!. Let !x := 1=(� + 1). Notethat !x is deterministi and does not depend on x. Then, the projetion of fSng on Z, denotedfXng, is a RWREH with i.i.d. environment ! = f(!x; �x)g. Indeed, the distribution P of ! (underthe measure AGW on trees with a speial ray) is a (stationary) produt measure where if Z isbounded, then also P j12 M1(S") for some " > 0, for whih (C3) applies with b = 0. Let P!be the distribution of fXng under P�;! and P the distribution of fXng under P�. Then, we arein the RWREH model. Sine P is a produt measure, (C1){(C2) are learly satis�ed. Henewe an apply our previous results. In partiular, we have by Lemma 1 and (3.12) a deterministi�rit 2 [0;1) suh that E�;![etT�11T�1<1℄ is �nite if and only if t � �rit, for AGW -a.e. !.Moreover, by Theorems 1 and 2 we have the weak LDP for n�1T�n (and n�1Tn) under P! and P,with quenhed and annealed rate funtions I��;qP and I��;aP respetively. By Theorems 3 and 4 wealso have the LDP for n�1Xn under the measures P! and P, with good rate funtions IqP and IaP ,respetively (where P (�x(f1g) > 0) = 0 if and only if � � m, .f. [10℄). Moreover, we have seenin (3.2) that for AGW-a.e. ! and all t < �rit,limn!1 1n logE�;!�etT�n1T�n<1� = �G�(t; P; 0) ; (5.1)whereas we have seen in (3.13) thatlimn!1 1n logE��etT�n1T�n<1� = � inf�2Ms;P1 (
�) �G�(t; �; 0) + h(�jP )� : (5.2)In partiular, by Lemma 1, Lemma 3, and Varadhan's lemma, if I��;qP = I��;aP then the limits in(5.1) and (5.2) must be equal for all t < �rit.Let jSnj denote the distane of Sn from 0 in the tree !. In [2℄ we derived the LDP for n�1jSnjunder both quenhed and annealed measures, showing among other things that the rate funtionfor both LDPs is the same. As announed in [2, Setion 7, item 4℄, we show next that this is notthe ase for the rate funtions I��;qP and I��;aP of the LDP of n�1T�n.Proposition 4 If Z is bounded and non-degenerate, then for t < �rit there exists an � 2M s;P1 (
�)suh that�G�(t; P; 0) = EP �logE!(etT�11T�1<1)� < E� �logE!(etT�11T�1<1)�� h(�jP ) ;exept if t = 0 and P(T�1 < 1) = 1. That is, the limits in (5.1) and (5.2) are di�erent, andonsequently I��;qP 6= I��;aP .Proof: Fixing 0 < � < 1, reall that T�n = P�n�1k=0 (Hk(Zk) + 1) (in distribution) where �n =inffk � 0 : Zk = �ng for the biased simple random walk fZkg starting at Z0 = 0 suh that27



Zk � Zk�1 = 1 with probability 1=(1 + �) and Zk � Zk�1 = �1 otherwise. Reall that for �xed!, fHk(x); k 2 Ng are i.i.d, for eah x, with distribution �x, and the biased simple random walkfZkg is independent of fHk(x); k 2 Ng. Under the measure AGW , �x is an i.i.d. sequene. Fixingt < �rit let Vt(x) := logEx�;!�et(H(x)+1)1H(x)<1� = t+ log 1Xh=0 eth�x(fhg) :Note that g(n) := logE��etT�n1T�n<1� = logESRW  EP�exp �n�1Xk=0 Vt(Zk)!�! ;where ESRW (�) denotes integration over all paths of the biased simple random walk fZkg. SineVt(x); x 2 Z are i.i.d. random variables, they are positively orrelated. This allows us to applythe FKG inequality for the inreasing funtions exp(P�m�1k=0 Vt(Zk)) and exp(P�n+m�1k=�m Vt(Zk)), foreah �xed path (Z0; Z1; : : : ; Z�n+m�1), yielding thatg(n+m) � logESRW 0�EP  exp �m�1Xk=0 Vt(Zk)!!EP 0�exp0��n+m�1Xk=�m Vt(Zk)1A1A1A :Applying the strong Markov property of Zk at the stopping time �m where Z�m = �m, it followsby the translation invariane of both the law of � 7! fZ�+� � Z�g and that of fVt(�)g, thatg(n+m) � logESRW  EP  exp �m�1Xk=0 Vt(Zk)!!!+ logESRW  EP  exp �n�1Xk=0 Vt(Zk)!!!= g(m) + g(n)Using the super-additivity of g and Jensen's inequality (for log x), it follows thatlim infn!1 n�1g(n) � g(1) = logE��etT�11T�1<1� � Z logE�;!�etT�11T�1<1�AGW (d!) (5.3)and the last inequality is strit as soon as '�(t; !) := E�;!(etT�11T�1<1) is a non-degeneraterandom variable. Note that the limits in (5.1) and (5.2) orrespond to the right and left sidesof (5.3), respetively. Thus, it suÆes to show that for Z non-degenerate, if '�(t; !) = (t) forAGW-a.e. ! for some (�nite) onstant (t) > 0, then neessarily t = 0 and (t) = 1 (hene,P�;!(T�1 <1) = 1 for AGW-a.e. !).Turning to this task, note that we may add the ray 0$1 to the MGW tree T0, thus making it aGW tree. With this identi�ation, let k0 � 1 be the number of hildren of 0 and N0 :=PT�1k=1 1Sk=0the number of visits of vertex 0 by Sk prior to T�1. Note that T�1 = 1+N0+PN0i=1 T i0(!ri), whereri denotes the hild of 0 visited by Sk immediately after its (i � 1)-st visit of 0, with !ri the GWtree rooted at that hild and T i0(!ri) the time spent in this tree between the (i � 1)-st and i-thvisits of 0. Note that P�;!(N0 = `) = (k0=(k0 + �))`(�=(� + k0)) and the GW trees !ri belong to28



the �nite olletion of k0 trees rooted at hildren of 0, eah being an independent realization of thesame law as the original GW tree !. Consequently, denoting by Ek0 expetation onditional on k0,'�(t; !) = etEk0�etN0 N0Yi=1E�;!ri (etT i01T i0<1)� = etEk0(etN0 N0Yi=1'�(t; !ri)) :If '�(t; !) = (t) for AGW-a.e. !, then the same applies for the �nite olletion '�(t; !ri) forAGW-a.e. !, implying that (t) is a solution of the identity(t)e�t = Ek0�((t)et)N0� : (5.4)It is easy to verify that if Z is non-degenerate, so shall be the random variable Ek0(qN0), providedq 6= 1, 0 < q < 1. Thus, if '�(t; !) = (t) for AGW-a.e. ! and Z is non-degenerate, neessarily(t)et = q = 1, whih by (5.4) is possible only in ase t = 0 and (0) = 1, as stated.6 Disussion and open problems� We reall that CLT and stable limit laws for transient RWRE's in i.i.d. environment were derivedin [9℄. For reurrent RWRE's, limit laws were derived in [14℄. Proess level limit laws of the formof singular di�usions are derived in [6℄ for the simple random walk with random holding times.It is natural to expet that even for i.i.d. environments the RWREH exhibits a rih spetrum oflimit distributions due to the ompetition between traps oming from large holding times andthose oming from the loal drifts of the embedded RWRE. In partiular, we expet a CLT tohold true whenever E (T 2+�1 ) <1 for some " > 0.� The study of sharp asymptotis in the slowdown regime for the RWRE has been arried outin a series of papers [3, 7, 13, 12℄. Sub-exponential deay of slowdown probabilities is possibleonly for a.e. �nite holding times, in whih ase it seems that the tehniques of these papers anbe extended to the RWREH. The possible sub-exponential rates of deay for the RWREH areinuened by the tails of the holding time distribution, and hene not limited to those presentin the RWRE model.Aknowledgment We are grateful to Yuval Peres for helpful disussions and in partiular forpointing out to us how useful the relation (4.12) really is. We also would like to thank MartinZerner for the argument leading to (5.3). This paper bene�ted from many valuable omments ofthe anonymous referees.Referenes[1℄ F. Comets, N. Gantert and O. Zeitouni, \Quenhed, annealed and funtional large deviationsfor one dimensional random walk in random environment", Prob. Th. Rel. Fields 118 (2000)pp. 65{114. 29
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